Goal 1: Superintendent
Have a succession plan in place for Superintendent position by 6/1/2023.
Agree on forward contract

Goal 2: Student Achievement – Freshman Curriculum and Exemplary School Designation
Approve Superintendent goals outlining specific targets for Freshman Curriculum launch (by 10/1/2022) Student Performance (By 1/1/2023). Monitor performance through remainder of school year (By 6/30/2023).

Goal 3: Facilities and Finance
Approve capital project for fields modifications and commence construction by May 2023. Incorporate analysis and decision of sustainably energy options.

Goal 4: Facilities and Finance
Approve financing option for Project 2 capital expansion by May 2023.

Goal 5: Governance
Review BOE representation plan on different committees. Develop recommendation that maximizes effectiveness by 4/2023.

Review policies 2:150 Committees and 8:100 Relations with Other Organizations and Agencies to assure that duties and expectations of all Committee and liaison roles are clear, including criteria for establishing such entities

Review existing Committees and organizations, applying criteria, to make a determination on any changes in committees/organizations staffed with BOE.

Goal 6: Policy/ Community
Review and adjust (if needed) communication expectations of administration, to be incorporated into a Communication policy 8.10 Connection with the Community by March 2023.